Chemical-Free Recovery of Elemental Selenium from Selenate-Contaminated Water by a System Combining a Biological Reactor, a Bacterium-Nanoparticle Separator, and a Tangential Flow Filter.
Biological selenate (SeO42-) reduction to elemental selenium nanoparticles (SeNPs) has been intensively studied but little practiced because of the additional cost associated with separation of SeNPs from water. Recovery of the SeNPs as a valuable resource has been researched to make the approach more competitive. Separation of the intracellular SeNPs from the biomass usually requires the addition of chemicals. In this research, a novel approach that combined a biological reactor, a bacterium-SeNP separator, and a tangential flow ultrafiltration module (TFU) was investigated to biologically reduce selenate and separate the SeNPs, biomass, and water from each other. This approach efficiently removed and recovered selenium while eliminating the use of chemicals for separation. The three units in the approach worked in synergism to achieve the separation and recovery. The TFU module retained the biomass in the system, which increased the biomass retention time and allowed for more biomass decay through which intracellular SeNPs could be released and recovered. SeNP aggregates were separated from bacterial aggregates due to their different interactions with a tilted polyethylene sheet in the bacterium-SeNP separator. SeNP aggregates stayed on the polyethylene sheet while bacterial aggregates settled down to the bottom of the separator.